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PARTY PACK

Everything you need to host a
llamazing LOL party!

COLOURING IN

BUNTING

Create your own bunting!
1.	Cut along the edges of the flags.
2.

Punch holes in the circles.

3.

Thread your string through.

4.	Arrange the flags evenly and hang your bunting!
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MAZE

Help Phillipe Llamar drive the
llamaborghini through the maze
to reach the Golden Llama statue!

12 by 16 orthogonal maze

Copyright © 2020 JGB Service, http://www.mazegenerator.net/

NAME GENERATOR

Create your own secret agent identity using
the words corresponding to your first
and last name in the alphabet:
A. Unstoppable

N. Trickster

B. Dynamic

O. Munching

C. Super

P. Disappearing

D. Disco

Q. Undercover

E. Spitting

R. Juggling

F. Explosive

S. Dancing

G. Swift

T. Speedy

H. Sneaky

U. Drama

I. Furry

V. Karma

J. Hoof-tastic

W. Pyjama

K. Hungry

X. Mama

L. Wild

Y. Fluffy

M. Amazing

Z. Burping

YOU ARE THE _____ ______ LLAMA!

GO

UNDERCOVER
CREATE YOUR OWN
LEAGUE OF LLAMAS
ACCESSORIES!

1. Follow the dotted lines to cut
out your mask.
2. Glue a stick to one side of the
mask so you can quickly get in
disguise when spy duty calls!

GO

UNDERCOVER
CREATE YOUR OWN
LEAGUE OF LLAMAS
ACCESSORIES!

1. Follow the dotted lines to cut
out your mask.
2. Glue a stick to one side of the
mask so you can quickly get in
disguise when spy duty calls!

DRESS YOUR LLAMA
League of Llamas Agent 0013 Lloyd Llamanator is heading out on a top secret
mission and he needs You to help design his outfit.

9333290056794

Draw Lloyd’s spy outfit and colour it in.
When your artwork is complete, get an
adult to take a photo and post it on their
Instagram account tagging both
@puffinbooksaus and #leagueofllamas.
The most stylish spy outfit will win some
LLAMAZING prizes including spy gear,
a plush llama and books signed by
Aleesah Darlison.

OUT NOW
Entries close 11:59pm Thursday 30th April 2020 and the winner will be announced via @puffinbooksaus. There are 3 prize packs to be won.
Entries will only be accepted via posts (not stories) on public Instagram accounts (we can’t see the photo if your account is private).
Open to Australian residents only and limited to one entry per person. Penguin Random House Australia will choose the winning entries based
on originality and creativity, and will announce the winners on the PuffinBooksAus Instagram. Penguin Random House Australia is running
this promotion without any sponsorship, endorsement or association with Instagram.

puffin.com.au

Hold on to your hooves, the League of Llamas are here to save
the day! They’ve got stylish accessories, powerful kicks, dynamic
spits and are ready to beat up baddies -- particularly the infamous
badger, General Bottomburp. If only they weren’t so easily
distracted by delicious lawns along the way!
Join the adventure as the League of Llamas rescue a prized
statue, solve a bank robbery mystery and cruise around in their
llamaborghini. Find the LOL series at your local bookstore and
keep your eyes peeled for League of Llamas 3: Undercover Llama
and League of Llamas 4: Rogue Llama, out in July 2020.
Agent 0011 – Phillipe
Llamar

As the League of Llama’s topranking secret agent, Phillipe is
an expert in martial arts, a great
leader and only a little bit clumsy
on his hooves. He also has the thickest, most
luxurious fringe of them all, which makes the
lady llamas swoon!

Agent 0013 – Lloyd
Llamanator

Lloyd is Phillipe’s sidekick, who is a little
too relaxed to be reliable! Not the sharpest
tool in the shed, Lloyd is often found
daydreaming about grass or accidentally
foiling the whole save-the-day plan.

League of Llamas 1:
The Golden Llama

League of Llamas 2:
Llama Impossible

9781760894160

9781760894184

Mysterious Llama in Red –
Elloise Llamaresky

Elloise is a stunning, long-lashed beauty
of a llama who looks amazing in the
colour red. She always seems to be
present at the scene of the crime, but
whose side is she really on…?

Villain – General
Bottomburp

Badgers are every llama’s sworn
enemy, and General Bottomburp
is the worst of them all. He enjoys
making trouble for the llamas
in his spare time and often
puts other animals of the world in danger
with his antics.
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